
Curriculum Overview - Drama 2022/2023

In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: Drama

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

In Drama we aim to
- Develop a wide range of knowledge and skills within drama working to professional industry standards.
- Ensure our students can explore a variety of topics, styles, issues and characters working cooperatively with their peers.
- Enable our students to use resilience during their rehearsal time, as well as teamwork and problem solving skills, allowing them to devise their own

theatre or bring scripted plays to life.
- Allow students to develop opinions on various topics through the use of spoken language skills and build the confidence and creativity to express

these through the use of drama and performance.
- Embed verbal use of self and peer feedback where students can demonstrate how to improve a performance to make it further engaging for an

audience.
- Empower our students to see themselves as scholars in our subject (anti racist and anti sexist approach)

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

The aim of the KS3 Drama curriculum at LBTS is to develop our students’ individuality, encourage them to think creatively, and express
themselves with confidence, encouraging tolerance and understanding.

Students will learn to use Drama as a craft to question and challenge their perception of the world around them and build essential skills for
both Drama and life: engagement, communication, creativity, clarity of expression, autonomy, leadership, confidence, and cooperation.



Throughout KS3 our students will build a knowledge of theatre history, theatre practitioners, genre, style, and study of a range of plays through
performance, analysis and evaluation.

Following the introduction and exploration of key Drama skills: characterisation, conventions, and techniques, in Year 7 our students develop
their Drama knowledge and understanding through their application of skills to create, rehearse, perform, analyse, and evaluate Theatre.

“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In Drama we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.

Curriculum Planning:
Year: 7 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point ● Mixed.
● Cross-curricular use of Drama to

teach other subjects.
● Team building drama exercises.
● In some cases, a school

production.

● Basic drama skills
● Cross-curricular use of

Drama to teach other
subjects.

● Team building drama
exercises.

● In some cases, a school
production.

● Basic drama skills
● Macbeth
● Cross-curricular use of

Drama to teach other
subjects.

● Team building drama
exercises.

● In some cases, a school
production.

Big concepts to learn Introduction To Devising Skills

- Basic Drama skills/techniques
- Freeze Frames
- Thought Tracking
- Mime
- Emotions/Characterisation

All Hail Macbeth

- Identify Theme
- Improvisation
- Developing knowledge of

character
- Non-text based

performance

Stimulus Based Devising

- Identify Theme
- Devising from Stimulus
- Developing character
- Text based performance.



Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

L1 - Basic drama skills
- Cooperation, communication,

concentration, creativity
L2 - Freeze Frames

- Facial Expressions, Gestures,
Body Language, Levels,
Proxemics

L3 - Thought Tracking
-What is a thought-track? What makes an
effective thought track? Performance

L4 - Writing a Monologue
- Script writing - what is a

monologue? How do we express
emotions as characters?

L5 - Emotions/Characterisation
- How do you use Facial

Expressions, Gestures, Body
Language, Levels, Proxemics and
Movement to show emotions and
characters? How is this achieved
effectively? Performance

L6 - Assessment
- Creating a performance from a

stimulus that encompasses Freeze
Frames, Mime, Thought Tracking
and effectively shows Emotions
and Characters.

L7 - Self Evaluation from videoed
performance/skills based activities

L1 - Introduction
- Identify basic plot, key

themes and understand
importance of opening
scene (pathetic fallacy)

L2 - Witches (theme
superstition)

- Understand role of
witches in Macbeth

- Different interpretations
of witches

- Create original
interpretation of witches.

- (Physical Theatre, Motif,
Gesture)

L3 - Friendship
- Changing friendship

between Macbeth and
Banquo

- Communicating subtext
within a scene.

- Real life application,
what does real friendship
look like?

L4 - Lady Macbeth
- How the character of

Lady Macbeth
challenges the
conventions of a
sixteenth-century
woman.

- How may we challenge
conventions of a
twenty-first century
woman.

L1 - Interpreting a stimulus
- Identify theme and

meaning from a poem.
- Infer character and

relationships from poem.

L2 - Creating Character
- Creating own versions of

characters based on
stimulus.

- Creating scenes based on
characters created.

L3 - Devising background scenes
- Using initial character

explorations, students will
create scenes which give
backstory to characters.

- Reflecting on similarities
and differences of
performances.

L4 - Using text in performance.
- Students will devise

performances using lines
from the text.

- Taking a theme from the
poem and exploring it in a
scene which gives
background to narrative of
text.

L5 - Physicalising theme.
- Physical theatre focus on

physicalising theme.
- Taking various themes -

fatherhood, motherhood,
sibling relations, racism,



- Stereotypes of women in
power.

- Using persuasive
speech.

L5 - Sleep No More
- Create an original work

in relation to a key theme
of the play.

- Devising

L6 - Performance Development
and Self Evaluation

- Rehearse and perform
an assessment piece.

- Reflect and evaluate own
performance and
performance of another
group.

cultural pressures… using
devices such as chair
duets, gestural
performance and one
word drama to physically
explore the themes.

L6 - Final devising sequence
- Students to take different

elements of exploration
from this scheme of work
and combine them into a
final showcase of their
development of
performance skill across
the year.

- Students to perform and
review their development
in written tasks.

Adaptations for SEND Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence starters
for progress task, extra tutor support
during rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical
activities, strategic pairings,
sentence starters for progress
task, extra tutor support
during rehearsals, option to
initially perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Opportunities to embed
anti-Islamophobia

Including topics to devise around that
focus on race and inequality. Where
possible using video examples of
performances including performers of
colour.

Students will study Islamic playwrights
and Islamic folk-tales for creative project
days. Here they will be able to take

Discussions about how mixed
race castings could highlight
themes and narratives within
Shakespeare. Video examples
of performances including
performers of colour.

Students will study Islamic
playwrights and Islamic
folk-tales for creative project

Stimulus focuses on an African
family. Telling stories about
Windrush and cultural difference.
Students to explore ideas of race
and the intersectionality between
family culture and personal
culture.



influence from and explore Islam through
theatre.

days. Here they will be able to
take influence from and explore
Islam through theatre.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Opportunities to embed
Anti-homophobia

Including topics to devise around that
focus on sex/gender issues and
inequality. Where possible using video
examples of performances including
female performers.

Including work from queer writers such as
Kae Tempest. Exploring their work for
inspiration for devising.

Highlight how issues of
male/female inequality are
portrayed within Shakespeare
plays. Where possible show
video examples of performances
to show this. Wherever possible
show clips including female
performers.

Exploring characters which don’t
conform to gender. For example
Ariel in the Tempest. Ariel
appears as male but what
aspects of their character exist
outside of the gender binary.

Students to explore ideas of
motherhood and expectations of
women to be/not be mothers.
Exploring the relationship
between femininity and culture.

Exploring intersectionality
between sexuality and family
cultures. Debating the difficulties
for young queer people to find
acceptance when intolerance
exists within the family dynamic.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Embedded explanation of life of a devised
theatre/film maker

Embedded explanation for life of
a Shakespearian actor. Cross
with English.

Expanding literacy and
interpretation skills. Exploring
new material and debates which
haven’t been covered in such
depth before in their drama
learning.

ACADEMIC READING https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Arts/Gui
de-to-K12-Program-Development-in-the-A
rts/Theatre-Introduction-and-CPRC.pdf?la
=en

https://essentialdrama.com/2017/06/09/kn
eehighs-instinctive-style-storytelling-and-a
daptation/

https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/lond
on/shakespeare-feminist/

http://www.researchguru.net/volu
me/Volume%2011/Issue%203/R
G11-NK-49.pdf

https://www.vox.com/the-highlight
/2019/5/20/18542843/intersection
ality-conservatism-law-race-gend
er-discrimination

https://www.harpersbazaar.com/c
ulture/features/a23878833/challe
nges-of-raising-a-black-girl-to-fee
l-beautiful/

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Arts/Guide-to-K12-Program-Development-in-the-Arts/Theatre-Introduction-and-CPRC.pdf?la=en
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Arts/Guide-to-K12-Program-Development-in-the-Arts/Theatre-Introduction-and-CPRC.pdf?la=en
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Arts/Guide-to-K12-Program-Development-in-the-Arts/Theatre-Introduction-and-CPRC.pdf?la=en
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/SDE/Arts/Guide-to-K12-Program-Development-in-the-Arts/Theatre-Introduction-and-CPRC.pdf?la=en
https://essentialdrama.com/2017/06/09/kneehighs-instinctive-style-storytelling-and-adaptation/
https://essentialdrama.com/2017/06/09/kneehighs-instinctive-style-storytelling-and-adaptation/
https://essentialdrama.com/2017/06/09/kneehighs-instinctive-style-storytelling-and-adaptation/
https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/london/shakespeare-feminist/
https://graziadaily.co.uk/life/london/shakespeare-feminist/
http://www.researchguru.net/volume/Volume%2011/Issue%203/RG11-NK-49.pdf
http://www.researchguru.net/volume/Volume%2011/Issue%203/RG11-NK-49.pdf
http://www.researchguru.net/volume/Volume%2011/Issue%203/RG11-NK-49.pdf
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination
https://www.vox.com/the-highlight/2019/5/20/18542843/intersectionality-conservatism-law-race-gender-discrimination


Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Final assessment performance in groups
based on stimulus that includes all skills
learnt through the term.

Final assessment performance
in groups based on stimulus that
includes all skills learnt through
the term.

Final assessment performance in
groups based on stimulus that
includes all skills learnt through
the term.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year -
20 students each day

Devising project.
A continuation of lessons through devising
performance. Students have the
opportunity to work with items from the
costume/prop cupboard on a longer, more
structured performance.

- FOCUS ON ISLAMIC
PLAYWRIGHTS AND FOLK
STORIES

Devising project.
A continuation of lessons
through devising performance.
Students have the opportunity to
work with items from the
costume/prop cupboard on a
longer, more structured
performance.

- FOCUS ON POETRY AS
A STIMULUS

Devising project.
A continuation of lessons through
devising performance. Students
have the opportunity to work with
items from the costume/prop
cupboard on a longer, more
structured performance.

- FOCUS ON WORKING
WITH SCRIPT AND
VERSE.

Year: 8 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point From yr 7 - Basic skills in Devised
Theatre, Introduction to performing
Shakespeare.

From yr 7 - Basic skills in Devised
Theatre, Introduction to
performing Shakespeare.
Exploring historical context
through play text. Introduction to
scriptwork.

From yr 7 - Basic skills in
Devised Theatre, Introduction to
performing Shakespeare,
Introduction to script work,
Physical Theatre.

Big concepts to learn Exploring historical context through play
text. Introduction to scriptwork. Playtext
‘Mean to be Free’

- Cross-cutting
- Reading and interpreting scripts

Political Theatre (Brecht)

- Stimulus based devising
(COVID

- Practitioner  based

More advanced devising from
stimulus, process and evaluating
performance.



- Blocking
- Directing

exploration
- Developing wider cultural

capital
- Building criticism

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

L1 - Intro to themes of the play 'Mean to
be Free'

- Introduction to main characters.
Discussion on the slave trade in
the 17th centuary. Whole class
improvisation performance as to
what happened before the play
begins. Reading the first scene.

L2 - Cross cutting
- What is cross-cutting? What

makes an effective cross-cutting
scene? Performance

L3 - Reading and interpreting scripts
(Progress Task)

- Structure of scripts. Following
stage directions. Rhythm of
language. Vocal skills.
Performance.

L4 - Blocking scripts
- What is blocking? How to you

block a scene effectively?
Performance.

L5 - Directing
- Introduction to directing? What

makes an effective director?
Performance.

L1 - Introduction to Brecht
- Recap prior knowledge on

theatrical devise.
- Split-Scene as devise for

initial theme exploration
(life before and after the
pandemic)

L2 - Locked Down
- Exploration of physicality

and mime
- Focus on GESTUS (key

Brechtian performance
technique)

- Devising issue based
physical performance.

L3 - Epic Theatre
- Distancing effect
- Dramatic Vs Epic
- Using Placards in

performance in order to
distance audience.

L4 - Verbatim
- Using real words in

performance.
- Analysing political speech

and critiquing this through
performance.

- Critiquing government
behaviour during

L1 - Exploring choice of stimuli
- Exploration tasks around

3 different types of
stimulus (Picture, Text,
Music)

L2 - Forming initial ideas
- Groups formed.

Brainstorming and
Storyboarding initial
ideas. Freeze frames of
each part of the
storyboard.

L3 - Developing characters.
- Role on the wall. Devising

next part of project.
Performance.

L4 - Rehearsal for final
performance/peer feedback

L5 - Final
performance/assessments

L6 - Self Evaluation from videoed
performance/skills based
activities



L6 - Assessment.
Chosen scene from ‘Mean to Be Free’,
performed with a director and blocking.

L7 - Self Evaluation from videoed
performance/skills based activities

pandemic through
performance.

L5 - Working with final stimulus
- Creating Brechtian

Performance
- Using prior knowledge

L6 - Final rehearsal and
performance evaluation for
assessment.

- Self guided rehearsal

Adaptations for SEND Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence starters
for progress task, extra tutor support
during rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Opportunities for
Anti-Islamophobia

'Mean to be Free' is based in the state of
Maryland in 1857 and depicts an
enslaved brother and sister being
transported through the underground
railroad to Canada. Through the text we
also around that focus on wider and
more current issues of race and
inequality. Where possible using video
examples of performances including
performers of colour.

Considering Islam’s relationship to
slavery and how this has evolved
throughout history.

During devising elements of this
module, students will be given
stimulus related to issues of racial
inequality. Asking the question,
how did different cultures
interpret the pandemic
differently? How did the
pandemic trigger discussion
about racial discrimination.

Opportunity to explore Islamic
movement - using Dhikr (Islamic
Meditation) as inspiration for
exploration.

Including topics to devise around
that focus on race and inequality.
Where possible using video
examples of performances
including performers of colour.

Explore key figures in traditional
and contemporary Islamic folk
tale - for example, Fatima the
Spinner and the Tent - The Silly
Chicken

Opportunities to embed Through the character of Moses (Harriet Where possible using video Including topics to devise around



Anti-sexism

Opportunities to embed
anti-homophobia

Tubman) conversations are embedded
by discussing the perceptions of women
in history. Where possible using video
examples of performances including
female performers.

Consider the lives of homosexuals during
the time the play was set. What are the
barriers to living freely as an LGBTQ+
figure in this time period.

examples of performances
including female performers.

Using queer figures as inspiration
for performance - for example
queer musical artists to score the
work the students create (The
Comet is Coming & Kae
Tempest) (Queer Words: Austin
Dance Theatre)

that focus on sex/gender issues
and inequality. Where possible
using video examples of
performances including female
performers.

Opportunity to show video
performance from queer
performance artists and queer
theatre companies. Broadening
theatrical influence.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Embedded explanation of life of a
director and actor working with scripts.
Cross-curricular with History.

Embedded explanation of life of a
physical theatre performer.

Embedded explanation of life of a
devised theatre/film maker

Academic Reading https://www.historyforkids.net/harriet-tub
man.html

https://slate.com/human-interest/2013/09
/william-still-his-diary-recorded-details-of-
slaves-escaping-on-the-underground-railr
oad.html

https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/0
5/12/covid-19-fueling-anti-asian-r
acism-and-xenophobia-worldwide

https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-lite
rature/articles/brecht-interruptions
-and-epic-theatre

https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and
-lifestyle/article/jeremy-o-harris-in
terview

https://nnfestival.org.uk/qa-with-g
eckos-amit-lahav/

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

Final scripted performance that
encompasses all of the techniques
learned in term.

Final performance based on
interpretation of Brechtian
Technique.

Students perform the final
performance that they have been
working on all term.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year -
20 students each day

Devising module based around issues of
Racism. Review of skills learned in
previous lessons.
Cross-cutting, Thought Tracking, Minimal

Devising module based around
issues of Racism. Review of skills
learned in previous lessons.
Cross-cutting, Thought Tracking,

Devising module based around
issues of Racism. Review of
skills learned in previous lessons.
Cross-cutting, Thought Tracking,

https://www.historyforkids.net/harriet-tubman.html
https://www.historyforkids.net/harriet-tubman.html
https://slate.com/human-interest/2013/09/william-still-his-diary-recorded-details-of-slaves-escaping-on-the-underground-railroad.html
https://slate.com/human-interest/2013/09/william-still-his-diary-recorded-details-of-slaves-escaping-on-the-underground-railroad.html
https://slate.com/human-interest/2013/09/william-still-his-diary-recorded-details-of-slaves-escaping-on-the-underground-railroad.html
https://slate.com/human-interest/2013/09/william-still-his-diary-recorded-details-of-slaves-escaping-on-the-underground-railroad.html
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/05/12/covid-19-fueling-anti-asian-racism-and-xenophobia-worldwide
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/05/12/covid-19-fueling-anti-asian-racism-and-xenophobia-worldwide
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/05/12/covid-19-fueling-anti-asian-racism-and-xenophobia-worldwide
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/brecht-interruptions-and-epic-theatre
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/brecht-interruptions-and-epic-theatre
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/brecht-interruptions-and-epic-theatre
https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/jeremy-o-harris-interview
https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/jeremy-o-harris-interview
https://www.vogue.co.uk/arts-and-lifestyle/article/jeremy-o-harris-interview
https://nnfestival.org.uk/qa-with-geckos-amit-lahav/
https://nnfestival.org.uk/qa-with-geckos-amit-lahav/


Set, Flashback Minimal Set, Flashback Minimal Set, Flashback

Year: 9 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point From yr 7 and 8 - Basic skills in
Devised Theatre, Introduction to
performing Shakespeare,
Introduction to script work, Physical
Theatre.

From yr 7 and 8 - Basic skills in
Devised Theatre, Introduction to
performing Shakespeare,
Introduction to script work,
Physical Theatre. Year 9 Devised
Theatre module.

From yr7 and yr8 - Basic skills in
devised theatre, physical theatre
performance, exploring themes.

Big concepts to learn Advanced Script Exploration: DNA by
Dennis Kelly

Spoken Word
- Developing writing and

performance skill.
- Spoken word

performance exploration
and implementation.

Stage Combat techniques

- Tension building
- Choreography
- Body Control

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)
Include progress tasks

L1 - Exploring Themes
- Looking at gang culture

through performance
- Looking at Peer Pressure

through performance

L2 - Roleplay
- Using roleplay to create

unscripted scenes to better
understand the script.

L3 - Reactions
- Performing scripts without

words.
- Looking at how drama skills

can show depth of character
and their thinking between

L1 - What is Spoken Word?
- Watch and discuss

different examples of
spoken word
performance.

- Re-constructing a piece
of text into the style of
spoken word.

L2 - Kae Tempest and The Blood
of the Past.

- Analysis of spoken word
performance.

- Textual analysis of
extract.

- Using Tempest’s lyrics as
inspiration for

L1 - Building tension
- Use of voice
- Use of blocking

L2 - Slap and Backslap
- Attacker choreography
- Victim choreography

L3 - Punch
- Attacker choreography
- Victim choreography

L4 - Kick
- Attacker choreography
- Victim choreography

L5 - Hair pull and Assessment



scripted lines.

L4 - Using Voice to express emotions
- Creating different versions of

opening scene through voice

L5 - Line Learning/Assessment set
- Techniques to learn lines.
- Students given section of the

script to learn for next
lesson’s performance

L6 - Final performance/assessments
- Performing learnt lines with

reactions.

L7 - Self Evaluation from videoed
performance/skills based activities

understanding the theme.

L3 - Theme Focus
- Deciding on a theme.
- Researching pre-existing

work which deals with
chosen theme.

- Beginning to write spoken
word pieces.

L4 - Developing Spoken Word
performance.

- Continuation of writing
spoken word pieces.

- Initial performance
- Public Speaking

L5 - Physicalising Performance
- Adding movement and

gesture to performance.
- Utilising movement and

prop to enhance
performance.

L6 - Final Rehearsal and
Performance.

- Self guided performance
- Self Reflection
- Peer assess performance

- Attacker choreography
- Victim choreography
- Pair planning

L6 - Self Evaluation from videoed
performance/skills based
activities

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task, extra
tutor support during rehearsals,
option to initially perform at
breaktime if uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.



Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Islamophobia

Including topics to devise around that
focus on race and inequality. Where
possible using video examples of
performances including performers of
colour.

Including topics to devise around that
focus on race and inequality. There
are no characters who practice Islam
in the play. Why is this significant and
what should be different about this.
Considering whose stories are being
told and tackling this.

Include topics about institutional
racism within the police. Where
possible using video examples of
performances including
performers of colour.

Considering the systems of law
which exist in our society and
how they treat members of
different ethnicities are treated
differently form one another.

The soap-opera structure for
devising is designed to focus on
creating Drama out of issues.
The issue I will focus the lessons
towards throughout the module
will be racial inequality. Where
possible using video examples of
performances from including
performers of colour.

Racial inequality will be a key
theme for the scheme. Where
possible using video examples of
performers of colour (The Kite
Runner - Adaptation/Fight scene)

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Homophobia

Including topics to devise around that
focus on sex/gender issues and
inequality. Where possible using
video examples of performances
including female performers.
Including topics to devise round
focusing on queer and gender
issues. Specifically gender and
LGBTQ+ inequalities which still exist
in our society and are addressed
within the play.

Include topics about institutional
sexism within the police. Where
possible using video examples of
performances including female
performers.
Consider systems of law and
their history of bias concerning
those who exist outside of the
white hetronormative identity.

Including topics to devise around
that focus on sex/gender issues
and inequality. Where possible
using video examples of
performances from including
female performers.

Include topics to devise around
that focus on same-sex
relationships. Using video
examples of queer performers.

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Embedded explanation of life of a
devised theatre/film maker

Embedded explanation of life of a
director and actor working with
scripts.
Cross-curricular with R.E.

Embedded explanation of life of a
TV/Film actor writer. Zoom Q&A
with an Eastenders writer.



Academic Reading https://www.standard.co.uk/comment
/london-knife-crime-fares-maatou-ne
wham-oscars-2021-b931748.html

https://www.mentalhelp.net/adolesce
nt-development/morality/

https://justice.org.uk/youth-justice
/

https://www.unicef.org.uk/youth-j
ustice-in-the-uk-a-rights-based-a
nalysis/

https://medium.com/lantern-theat
er-company-searchlight/artist-inte
rview-fight-director-j-alex-cordaro
-1390f9f73e33

https://www.safd.org/train/training
-with-the-safd/spt-dos-donts/

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2
& Sum 2)

Students perform the final
performance that they have been
working on all term.

Students perform a courtroom
scene in a structured
improvisation.

Students perform monologue
they have been working on
through L5 and L6.

*Creative Project Days
5 days across the year - 20
students each day

Moving through music.
How can we break the binary?

- Using South-London based
musical artists to score
physical work created across
the day.

Moving through music.
How can we break the binary?

- Using South-London
based musical artists to
score physical work
created across the day.

Moving through music.
How can we break the binary?

- Using South-London
based musical artists to
score physical work
created across the day.

Year: 10 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Yr7, 8 and 9 Drama Yr7, 8 and 9 Drama. Year 10 Aut
Term Component 1 Naturalism
module.

Yr7, 8 and 9 Drama. Year 10 Aut
Term Component 1 Naturalism
and Physical Theatre module.

Big concepts to learn Component 1 - Learners will
develop their understanding of the
performing arts by examining
practitioners’ work and the
processes used to create
performance.

Component 1 - Learners will
develop their understanding of
the performing arts by examining
practitioners’ work and the
processes used to create
performance.

Component 1 - Learners will
develop their understanding of
the performing arts by examining
practitioners’ work and the
processes used to create
performance.

Hierarchy and sequence of L1 - Team building/Drama skills L1 - Introduction L1 - Introduction

https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/london-knife-crime-fares-maatou-newham-oscars-2021-b931748.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/london-knife-crime-fares-maatou-newham-oscars-2021-b931748.html
https://www.standard.co.uk/comment/london-knife-crime-fares-maatou-newham-oscars-2021-b931748.html
https://www.mentalhelp.net/adolescent-development/morality/
https://www.mentalhelp.net/adolescent-development/morality/
https://justice.org.uk/youth-justice/
https://justice.org.uk/youth-justice/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/youth-justice-in-the-uk-a-rights-based-analysis/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/youth-justice-in-the-uk-a-rights-based-analysis/
https://www.unicef.org.uk/youth-justice-in-the-uk-a-rights-based-analysis/
https://medium.com/lantern-theater-company-searchlight/artist-interview-fight-director-j-alex-cordaro-1390f9f73e33
https://medium.com/lantern-theater-company-searchlight/artist-interview-fight-director-j-alex-cordaro-1390f9f73e33
https://medium.com/lantern-theater-company-searchlight/artist-interview-fight-director-j-alex-cordaro-1390f9f73e33
https://medium.com/lantern-theater-company-searchlight/artist-interview-fight-director-j-alex-cordaro-1390f9f73e33
https://www.safd.org/train/training-with-the-safd/spt-dos-donts/
https://www.safd.org/train/training-with-the-safd/spt-dos-donts/


constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

L2 - Practical course structure
(Whole course in one lesson)
L3 - Intro to Naturalism
L4 - Realities of performing
Naturalistic/ Levels of performance
L5 - Coursework
L6 - Character Objectives
L7 - Character Actions
L8 - Magic If
L9 - Coursework
L10 - Emotion Memory Intro
L11 - Emotion Memory practice
L12 - Emotion Memory performance
L13 - Coursework
L14 - Given Circumstances Intro
L15 - Given Circumstances Practice
L16 - Given Circumstances
Performance
L17 - Coursework
L18 - Working from scripts
L19 - Working from scripts rehearsal
L20 - Working from scripts
performance
L21 - Intro to Physical Theatre

L2 - Evaluating Performance
L3 - Intro to Physical Theatre
L4 - Bodies as objects
L5 - Coursework
L6 - Lifts and balances
L7 - Lifts and balances practice
L8 - Performance
L9 - Coursework
L10 - Body control Intro
L11 - Body control practice
L12 - Body control performance
L13 - Coursework
L14 - Devising Intro
L15 - Devising rehearsal
L16 -  Devising rehearsal
L17 - Coursework
L18 -  Intro to Site Specific
Theatre

L2 - Evaluating Performance
L3 - Intro to Verbatim Theatre
L4 - Creating Verbatim
Characters
L5 - Coursework
L6 - Alecky Blythe
L7 - Verbatim from Scripts
L8 - Performance
L9 - Coursework
L10 - Planning final performance
L11 - Collecting material
L12 - Editing and Ordering
scripts
L13 - Coursework
L14 - Devising rehearsal
L15 - Devising rehearsal
L16 -  Devising rehearsal
L17 - Coursework
L18 -  Skills Based Activities

Adaptations for SEND Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for coursework, extra
tutor support during rehearsals,
option to initially perform at
breaktime if uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for coursework, extra
tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for coursework, extra
tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Performance being studied is ‘Small
Island’ in which a company of 40
tells a story which journeys from
Jamaica to Britain, through the
Second World War to 1948 – the

Performance being studied
includes a number of physical
theatre performers of colour.
Opportunities for in class
physical theatre visiting

Devised performance to cover
issues of race/racism.
Performance studied has diverse
cast and so students will watch
specific interviews with



Anti-Islamophobia

year the HMT Empire Windrush
docked at Tilbury.

Exploring Islamic playwrights and
play texts which include themes
surrounding the Islamic faith.

workshops with Frantic Assembly
and The Pappyshow both of
which are run by physical theatre
performers of colour. Where
possible, include video examples
of performances with performers
of colour.

Exploring Islamic playwrights
and play texts which include
themes surrounding the Islamic
faith.

performers of colour and their
rehearsal process.

Exploring through devising -
performances which fight key
issues including those faced by
the Muslim community.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Opportunities to embed
Anti-Homophobia

The unit champions women of the
industry through the writer, the
adapter and the majority of the cast
including the lead protagonist.

The unit focusses on queer writers
and performers, using video
example of queer performers.

Performance being studied
includes a number of female
physical theatre performers.
Opportunities for class visiting
physical theatre workshops lead
by women performers from
Frantic Assembly. Where
possible, include video examples
of performances with female
performers.

Performance being studied
includes a number of queer
writers and queer members
throughout the creative teams of
the play.

Performance being studied has a
cast of mostly female performers
and is directed and written by a
female writer/director. The
content talks specifically about
the hardships of being homeless
whilst being pregnant, and the
added dangers of being a woman
in those situations.

Performance to be devised
based on issues which sort to
tackle binaries. Including
performance which sorts to fight
for queer rights.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

The unit is based around existing
theatre productions and roles in the
industry.\\

The unit is based around existing
theatre productions and roles in
the industry.

The unit is based around existing
theatre productions and roles in
the industry.

Academic Readings https://www.cirencesterkingshill.glou https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-lit https://www.spotlight.com/news-a

https://www.cirencesterkingshill.gloucs.sch.uk/assets/Shadow-Curriculum-2021/22/Term-1/Drama/y9/Stanislavski-Lessons.pdf
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/an-introduction-to-andrea-levys-small-island
https://www.spotlight.com/news-and-advice/tips-and-advice/how-to-perform-verbatim-theatre-naomi-joseph/


cs.sch.uk/assets/Shadow-Curriculu
m-2021/22/Term-1/Drama/y9/Stanisl
avski-Lessons.pdf

https://essentialdrama.com/practitio
ners/stanislavskiscontext/

https://www.stagemilk.com/what-are
-given-circumstances/

erature/articles/an-introduction-to
-andrea-levys-small-island

https://media.bloomsbury.com/re
p/files/nt_small-island-learning-g
uide.pdf

https://www.curiousonstage.com/i
nterview-mark-haddon-simon-ste
phens/

https://www.curiousonstage.com/
simon-stephens-creating-play/

https://www.nationaltheatre.org.u
k/sites/default/files/home_backgr
oundpack.pdf

https://slotkinletter.com/2016/09/r
eview-the-container

nd-advice/tips-and-advice/how-to
-perform-verbatim-theatre-naomi-
joseph/

https://cornexchangenew.com/ne
ws/article/an-interview-with-the-w
ardrobe-ensembles-tom-brennan

https://www.theatreartlife.com/act
ing-singing/so-what-is-devised-th
eatre-anyway/

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2
& Sum 2)

Students have completed
coursework for one style of
performance (Naturalism).

Students have completed
coursework for one style of
performance (Physical Theatre).

Students have completed
coursework for one style of
performance (Verbatim Theatre).

Year: 11 Aut Spr Sum

Students’ starting point Yr 7, 8, 9 and 10 Drama Yr 7, 8, 9 and 10 Drama. BTEC
Component 2.

Big concepts to learn Component 2 - Learners will
develop their performing arts
skills and techniques through the
reproduction of acting, dance
and/or musical theatre repertoire
as performers or designers.

Component 3 - Learners will be
given the opportunity to work as
part of a group to contribute to a
workshop performance as either
a performer or designer in
response to a given brief and

https://www.cirencesterkingshill.gloucs.sch.uk/assets/Shadow-Curriculum-2021/22/Term-1/Drama/y9/Stanislavski-Lessons.pdf
https://www.cirencesterkingshill.gloucs.sch.uk/assets/Shadow-Curriculum-2021/22/Term-1/Drama/y9/Stanislavski-Lessons.pdf
https://www.cirencesterkingshill.gloucs.sch.uk/assets/Shadow-Curriculum-2021/22/Term-1/Drama/y9/Stanislavski-Lessons.pdf
https://essentialdrama.com/practitioners/stanislavskiscontext/
https://essentialdrama.com/practitioners/stanislavskiscontext/
https://www.stagemilk.com/what-are-given-circumstances/
https://www.stagemilk.com/what-are-given-circumstances/
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/an-introduction-to-andrea-levys-small-island
https://www.bl.uk/20th-century-literature/articles/an-introduction-to-andrea-levys-small-island
https://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/nt_small-island-learning-guide.pdf
https://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/nt_small-island-learning-guide.pdf
https://media.bloomsbury.com/rep/files/nt_small-island-learning-guide.pdf
https://www.curiousonstage.com/interview-mark-haddon-simon-stephens/
https://www.curiousonstage.com/interview-mark-haddon-simon-stephens/
https://www.curiousonstage.com/interview-mark-haddon-simon-stephens/
https://www.curiousonstage.com/simon-stephens-creating-play/
https://www.curiousonstage.com/simon-stephens-creating-play/
https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/sites/default/files/home_backgroundpack.pdf
https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/sites/default/files/home_backgroundpack.pdf
https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/sites/default/files/home_backgroundpack.pdf
https://slotkinletter.com/2016/09/review-the-container
https://slotkinletter.com/2016/09/review-the-container
https://www.spotlight.com/news-and-advice/tips-and-advice/how-to-perform-verbatim-theatre-naomi-joseph/
https://www.spotlight.com/news-and-advice/tips-and-advice/how-to-perform-verbatim-theatre-naomi-joseph/
https://www.spotlight.com/news-and-advice/tips-and-advice/how-to-perform-verbatim-theatre-naomi-joseph/
https://cornexchangenew.com/news/article/an-interview-with-the-wardrobe-ensembles-tom-brennan
https://cornexchangenew.com/news/article/an-interview-with-the-wardrobe-ensembles-tom-brennan
https://cornexchangenew.com/news/article/an-interview-with-the-wardrobe-ensembles-tom-brennan
https://www.theatreartlife.com/acting-singing/so-what-is-devised-theatre-anyway/
https://www.theatreartlife.com/acting-singing/so-what-is-devised-theatre-anyway/
https://www.theatreartlife.com/acting-singing/so-what-is-devised-theatre-anyway/


stimulus.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)
Include progress tasks

L1 - Into to Component 2
L2 - Choosing a play 1
L3 - Choosing a play 2
L4 - Choosing a play 3
L5 - Coursework
L6 - Reading/Interpreting scripts
L7 - Getting to know your
character
L8 - Hot Seating
L9 - Coursework
L10 - Rehearsal
L11 - Character Development
L12 - Character Development
cont…
L13 - Coursework
L14 - Rehearsal
L15 - Rehearsal
L16 - Rehearsal
L17 - Final Rehearsal
L18 - Performance
L19 - Coursework
L20 - Coursework
L21 - Coursework

L1 - Coursework
L2 - Coursework
L3 - Coursework
L4 - Introduction to Stimuluses
L5 - Devising techniques
L6 - Devising techniques
L7 - Devising Rehearsals
L8 - Coursework
L9 - Devising Rehearsals
L10 - Devising Rehearsals
L11 - Devising Rehearsals
L12 - Coursework
L13 - Devising Rehearsals
L14 - Devising Rehearsals
L15 - Devising Rehearsals
L16 -  Devising Rehearsals
L17 - Performance
L18 -  Coursework

Adaptations for SEND Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Scaffolding practical activities,
strategic pairings, sentence
starters for progress task,
extra tutor support during
rehearsals, option to initially
perform at breaktime if
uncomfortable.

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

The plays chosen feature black
characters discussing issues of
race. Additionally they are both

Including topics to devise around
that focus on race and inequality.
Where possible using video



Opportunities to embed
anti-Islamophobia

set in Young Offenders Institutes
so frequent discussions are built
into the unit about the
institutional inequalities within the
British legal system that result in
the over incarceration of black
youth.

Plays chosen include characters
of Islamic faith. Additionally they
deal with interrelation between
religion and identity.

examples of performances
including performers of colour.

Includes topics to devise around
that focus on race and inequality.
Where possible using
performance examples focussing
on themes reated to Islam (The
Container, The Boy with Two
Hearts)

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Opportunities to embed
anti-homophobia

The performance will involve
cross-gendered casting.
Additional discussions of the
experience of incarcerated
women and the additional
struggles they face.

The performance scripts will
involve cross-gendered casting
as well as discussions
surrounding the relationship
between sexuality and religion
(Daddy - Jeremy O’Harris)

Including topics to devise around
that focus on sex/gender issues
and inequality. Where possible
using video examples of
performances from including
female performers.

Including topics to devise around
LGBTQ+ issues. Fighting for
equality. Using video examples of
queer performers.

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Embedded explanation of life of a
director and actor working with
scripts.

Embedded explanation of life of a
devised theatre/film maker

Academic Reading

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &

Students will have completed
Component 2 Learning Aim A, B

Students will have completed
Component 3 Learning Aim A, B



Sum 2) and C. and C


